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Abstract: 

The aging of a commercial filled siloxane polymeric composite in states of high stress 
and Co-60 γ-radiation exposure has been studied. DC-745 is a commercially available 
silicone elastomer consisting of dimethyl, methyl-phenyl, and vinyl-methyl siloxane 
monomers crosslinked with a peroxide vinyl specific curing agent. It is filled with ~ 30 
wt.% mixture of high and low surface area silicas. This filled material is shown to be 
subject to permanent set if exposed to radiation while under tensile stress. Tensile 
modulus measurements show that the material gets marginally softer with combined 
radiation exposure and tensile strain as compared to material exposed to radiation without 
tensile strain. In addition, the segmental dynamics as measured by both uniaxial NMR 
relaxometry and Multiple Quantum NMR methods indicate that the material is undergoes 
radiatively-induced crosslinking in the absence of tensile strain and a combination of 
crosslinking and strain dependent increase in dynamic order parameter for the network 
chains. The MQ-NMR also suggests a small change in the number of polymer chains 
associated with the silica filler surface. Comparison of the prediction of the relative 
change in crosslink density from the NMR data as well as solvent swelling data and from 
that predicted from the Tobolsky model suggest that degradation leads to a deviation 
from Gaussian chain statistics and the formation of increased numbers of elastically 
ineffective network chains.  
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1.0 Introduction 

Filled silicon rubbers are widely used for a number of engineering, scientific, and 

industrial applications due in no small part to their wide applicable service temperature 

range, excellent non-adhesive properties, low toxicity, low chemical reactivity, and broad 

range of tailorable viscoelastic properties [1-3]. This tailorability is reflected in the near 

infinite number of industrial and laboratory formulations that have been developed with a 

variety of crosslink densities, filler type and content, and monomer type and 

concentration. Due to this versatility, these materials have been used in a wide variety of 

applications, from construction caulking to advanced aerospace components.  

Developing life time estimates for these materials, particularly in harsh 

environments while under physical stress, requires detailed knowledge of the degradation 

pathways and the resulting effects on service properties such as component dimensions or 

tensile and compressive moduli. For example, elastomeric materials subject to physical 

stress while undergoing crosslinking reactions are known to be subject to permanent set 

[4, 5]. This degradation can limit component lifetime or simply have important 

consequences on the assessment of physical properties for lifetime assessments of field 

aged materials. An example of such degradation is shown in Figure 1 and illustrated the 

complexity of accurate determination of mechanical properties when permanent 

deformation results in sample shapes incompatible with traditional mechanical 

measurements. Thus, there is a need to apply non-standard, indirect methods to establish 

the effects of chemical changes to the network structure in deformed samples.  

Nuclear magnetic resonance methods have shown significant ability to quantify 

chemical and network changes occurring during siloxane elastomer degradation [6-16]. 
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In such materials, residual dipolar couplings between proton nuclear spins have been 

shown to be the result of topological constraints interfering with fast reorientations on the 

NMR timescale that otherwise would be expected to average homonuclear dipolar 

couplings to zero. The residual dipolar couplings, in fact, have been shown to be quite 

sensitive to dynamic and morphological changes [6-30]. The measurement of residual 

dipolar couplings is possible, for example, with standard relaxation time (spin-echo) 

methods using both standard laboratory instrumentation on excised samples of damaged 

components and non-destructively on intact components using portable unilateral NMR 

relaxometers [24].  

Measurements of residual dipolar couplings via relaxation studies, however, can 

be complicated, due to the simultaneous effects of couplings over a wide range of length 

and time scales [15]. More recently, it has been reported that the characterization of the 

growth of multiple quantum coherences can provide additional insight into silicone 

network structure by increasing the selectivity of the NMR experiment to the structure 

and dynamics most connected to the polymer network [18-21,26-30].  

In this paper, we examine the effects of radiation dose and environment on the 

microstructural and polymer chain mobility of DC-745U, a complex, commercial, 

crosslinked and filled silicone elastomer. In an effort to quantify these effects we have 

combined traditional mechanical property assessments with unilateral NMR relaxometry 

and multiple quantum-NMR measurements of changes in residual dipolar couplings to 

discern the nature of the chemical network changes occurring due to radiation 

degradation during tensile stress in DC-745U. These results have then been interpreted in 

the context of the Tobolsky model for the affect of crosslinking on permanent set [4]. 
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2.0 Methods 

2.1 Sample preparation and aging 

Samples were cured from Dow Corning 745U silicone fluid cured with Luperox 

101, Varox DBPH peroxide curing agent. DC-745U fluid is a proprietary formulation 

with an unknown network structure. 1H and 29Si{1H} NMR has determined that the 

elastomers used in the current study contained ~ 98.5% dimethyl siloxane monomers, ~ 

1.5% methyl-phenyl siloxane monomers, and a small amount of vinyl siloxane monomers 

that are converted to short chain (N=4) alkyl crosslinking sites. The final elastomer also 

contains a ~30 wt.% mixture of quartz and high surface area silica fillers and small 

amounts of CaCO3 (left over from the curing agent) for thixotropic thickening. The filled, 

crosslinked copolymers were characterized by a crystallization temperature @ -45 ºC and 

a glass transition temperature @ -120 ºC by Differential Scanning Calorimetry. Solvent 

swelling experiments have quantified the crosslink density, νpolymer, for the polymer 

network as 0.018 (crosslinks/monomer; νpolymer = MWmonomer/mol.weight between 

crosslinks)[11, 31,32].   

Tensile strain was applied for a defined time for the non-control samples using the 

sets shown in Figure 2B. Ends of elastomer test samples were pinched between steel 

plates and the strain was applied by stretching the elastomer samples to the strain λ1 = 

L(aging)/L(0) using preset pins. Here L(aging) and L(0) are the sample lengths in the 

strained and initial unstrained state. The entire tensile set was placed within the stainless 

steel irradiation vessel (Figure 2A). The vessel was then evacuated through an attached 

valve and lowered into the irradiation chamber for the specified time. The irradiation pit 
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contained a Co-60 source (1.2 MeV). The samples were irradiated at 5 kGray/hr for 

sufficient time to expose the samples to cumulative doses of 5 kGray to 250 kGray.   

The length of the tensile samples irradiated under tensile strain, L(recovered), was 

measured after disassembly of the aging apparatus and after allowing the samples to relax 

for a period of 24 hours. No additional relaxation was observed for relaxation times up to 

72 hours. The permanent set was then calculated according to equation {1}.  

Ps = (λs-1)/(λ1-1)       {1} 

where λs = L(recovered)/L(0). 

         

2.2 NMR methods 

Static, uniaxial NMR relaxometry experiments were performed using Spin-echo 

decay curves obtained via a CPMG pulse sequence (Figure 3A) on an NMR Mobile 

Universal Surface Explorer (MOUSE) from Bruker Optics operating at 17 MHz.  The 

experimental parameters were set as follows: echo time of 0.25 ms with 1500 echoes 

times per experiment and 512 scans signal averaged per echo time.  The pulse 

attenuation, receiver gain, and recycle delay were set to 6 dB, 103 dB, and 1 s, 

respectively.  Decay curves were processed with the Contin application from Bruker 

Optics, which uses an inverse Laplace transform to yield the distribution of T2 relaxation 

times [24].  

Multiple quantum NMR experiments were performed using the refocused 

multiple quantum excitation and reconversion pulse sequence shown in Figure 3B. 

Experiments were performed at 400.13 MHz on a Bruker Avance 400 spectrometer using 

a Bruker TBI (HCX) 5mm probe. In all cases, small (0.1 cm x 0.1 cm x 0.1cm) squares of 
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elastomer were cut from a larger piece and set in the portion of a 5 mm NMR tube that 

would be within the coil volume of the probe. The phases of the reconversion sequence 

were cycled in 90º steps with phase inversion on the observe pulse for coherence 

selections (the pulse sequence excites all even-multiple quantum coherences). CYCLOPS 

was then added to yield sixteen step phase cycle [33]. As described in 33. Saalwachter, 

the pulse sequence yields the total sum of the even-multiple quantum coherences, 

dominated by the double quantum coherences, Smq [26,27]. Pulse lengths of 6.1 µs were 

used with delay ∆1 and ∆2 equal to 4.83 µs and 6.16 µs respectively. Repeat experiments 

with longer delay times indicated that for these delays, no artifacts due to high duty cycle 

were observed. 

The spectral intensities from the MQ pulse sequence, Smq(t), were then 

normalized with the use of a reference spectrum obtained by removing the alternating 

phases on the observe pulse, Sref. The normalized multiple quantum integral was obtained 

by calculating for each excitation time, t,  

Imq(t) = Smq(t)/(Smq(t)+Sref(t))     {2} 

In the case of spins characterized by a dominant residual dipolar coupling, the multiple 

quantum growth curve is then described by 

Imq(t) = A*(1-exp(-B<Ωd>2) t2)    {3} 

In cases where spins can be described by more than one residual dipolar coupling, as in 

the case of bimodal or phase separated network structures, the multiple quantum growth 

curves can be described by a summation of growth curves 

Imq(t) = Σ Ai*Pi*(1- exp(-Bi <Ωd>i
2) t2)   {4} 
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 Where Pi is the relative mole fraction of spins with <Ωd>i  and Bi are pulse sequence and 

monomer specific constants – in the case of methyl groups in PDMS based polymers Ai = 

0.5 and Bi = 31.91 [26,27].  

2.4 Mechanical assessments 

Tensile tests were performed on virgin and irradiated specimens to determine 

initial modulus and stress-strain behavior up to 20% elongation. All testing was 

performed with an electromechanical test system (MTS Synergie 1,000 lb) equipped with 

pneumatic grips and a 50N load cell. The change in width of specimens was measured 

during tensile testing using a laser micrometer (Keyence LS-5041). This measurement 

was used to determine the lateral stretch ratio, λ2 . The micrometer was mounted on a 

movable frame to allow the specimen width to be measured at a fixed location along the 

specimen length during the test. Initial lateral dimensions of the tensile specimens were 

determined using a comparator (Nikon Profile Projector V-12) to measure width and a 

height gage (Heidenhain MT12) to measure thickness. Specimens were tested using an 

initial gage length of 1.25 in. and a displacement rate of 0.2 in./min.  

Data for tensile response are reported in terms of the Cauchy stress and axial 

stretch ratio, λ1 . Although the stretch ratio can be calculated from the specimen 

elongation given by the measured displacement of the test system crosshead, small 

amounts of slippage in the grips sometimes introduced error in this calculation. This 

problem was avoided by calculating the axial stretch ratio from the change in width of the 

specimen, using the assumption that the elastomer was incompressible. For an 

incompressible material, the three orthogonal stretch ratios are related by: 

           λ1λ2λ3 =1 {5} 
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where λ2  and λ3  are the lateral stretch ratios. For uniaxial extension, λ2 = λ3 . Therefore 

the axial stretch ratio can be determined from the lateral stretch ratio using: 

           λ1 =
1
λ2

2  {6} 

3.0 Results and Discussion 

 Non-recoverable tensile set, λs, as a function of cumulative dose and aging strain, 

λ1, are shown in Figure 4A. In all cases where λ1 was greater than 1.0, permanent set was 

observed in these materials. The relaxed length was observed to increase with dose and 

λ1. When normalized according to equation {1}, and shown in Figure 4B, the λ1 

dependence disappeared within experimental error although the increase in Ps with dose 

remained and reached a maximum of 0.40 at 170 kGray. Previous studies of the effect of 

radiation in vacuum in the absence of physical stress in both these materials and similar 

filled silicones has shown that the degradation is dominated by crosslinking reactions [see 

below and ref 7, 8, 10-14]. These observations are in qualitative agreement with previous 

experimental and theoretical studies of the effects of crosslinking while under physical 

stress [4, 5]. 

Tensile modulus as a function of dose and λ1 are shown in Figure 5 and indicate 

that irradiation to 170 kGray results in a dramatic hardening of the polymer composites 

upon exposure to radiation compared to the pristine material. This is presumably due to 

degradation dominated by radiative crosslinking reactions. For samples irradiated to 170 

kGray under tensile strain, increased strain during irradiation produced samples that were 

characterized by moderate softening compared to the sample irradiated without tensile 

strain.  
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The results of static unilateral relaxometry as measured by the NMR MOUSE are 

shown in Figure 6 for the samples irradiated without tensile stress (top) and for those 

irradiated with tensile stress (Bottom). In elastomeric materials, the residual dipolar 

couplings observable via relaxation studies have been shown to be the result of 

topological constraints interfering with fast reorientations on the NMR timescale that 

otherwise would be expected to average homonuclear dipolar couplings to zero [6-30]. 

These changes can be observed through detailed study of samples in standard high field 

laboratory spectrometers or in new portable, uniaxial NMR relaxometers (i.e. the NMR 

MOUSE). The data are presented in histogram format from an inverse Lapace transform 

of the spin-echo decay curves, as described in [24]. All samples showed a similar width 

in the distribution of T2’s observed, while the average T2 observed is clearly dose and λ1 

dependent with a decrease in T2 with increased dose and λ1. The mean relaxation rate, 

1/T2, is plotted as a function of dose and λ1 in Figure 7 and listed in Table 1. The 

dominant change to 1/T2 is due to the radiation induced crosslinking as observed from the 

differences in the pristine sample and the sample irradiated without tensile stain shown in 

the top of Figure 6. For samples irradiated to 170 kGray under increasing λ1, a small but 

steady increase in 1/T2 was observed suggesting a small λ1 dependent increase in 

crosslink density or an increase in the dynamic order parameter, Sn: 

Sn = <Ωd>/<Ωd>static = ½<cos2θ(t)-1> ~ T2static/T2    {7} 

Where T2static and <Ωd>static are the transverse relaxation time and the dipolar coupling 

between proton spins in the absence of motion and θ(t) describes the time dependent 

angle between the local chain axis and a director. For crosslinked materials, the director 

is vector that connects two crosslinks [19], as shown in the inset to Figure 11. 
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The MQ-NMR growth curves for the pristine and 170 kGray samples with λ1 = 

1.0, 1.4, 1.6 and 1.9 samples are shown in Figure 8A. The measurement of residual 

dipolar couplings from relaxation time measurements alone can be complicated due to the 

simultaneous effects of couplings over a wide range of length and time scales [15, 26]. It 

has been reported that the characterization of the growth of multiple quantum coherences 

can provide model free insight into silicone network structure by increasing the 

selectivity of the NMR experiment to the structure and dynamics most connected to the 

polymer network [18-21, 26-30]. As can been seen, the growth curve for the pristine 

sample is significantly slower than the samples irradiated with or without tensile strain. 

Since an increase in the rate of MQ coherence growth is characteristic of an increase in 

residual dipolar couplings and a reduction in segmental mobility (and thus an increase in 

crosslink density or dynamic order parameter), this observation is consistent with the data 

obtained from NMR unilateral relaxometry above, that exposure to ionizing γ-radiation in 

nitrogen is dominated by radiative crosslinking reactions.  

As mentioned above, more quantitative analysis on the network structure can be 

obtained by comparison of the experimental data to equations {2-4}. The MQ-growth 

curve for the sample irradiated to 250 kGray cumulative exposure is shown in Figure 8B 

along with examples of growth curves based on equations {2-4} for single average values 

of the residual dipolar coupling and dual populations of residual dipolar couplings 

consistent with dual morphology network structure. None of the experimental curves 

obtained in this study could be fit to a growth curve with a single <Ωd>. As a result, fits 

were performed using two average values of the residual dipolar coupling, <Ωd>low ~ 310 

Hz and <Ωd>high ~ 800 Hz. We have previously assigned these polymer domains as 
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network polymer chains far from the filler surfaces and network chains near the filler 

surface. It is expected that polymer chains confined to or near the filler surface are 

described by slower segmental dynamics and thus higher residual dipolar couplings 

[12,14]. This expectation has been born out in DSC, dielectric relaxation, and NMR 

studies of polymers confined at surfaces and in restricted volumes [28, 33-38].  

For the samples exposed to γ-radiation while under tensile strain, only small 

differences are observable in the growth curves for different λ1. Results of the fits to 

equation {4} are shown in Figure 9 and listed in Table 1. The segmental dynamics of the 

network polymer chains were found to be described by <Ωd>low of about 350 Hz. The 

polymer chains associated with the filler surfaces were characterized by <Ωd>high near 

820 Hz. With an increase in λ1 from 1.4 to 1.9, <Ωd>low increased by 14 %, <Ωd>high 

increased by ~ 4% and the amount of polymer associated with the filler surface, Xhigh, 

decreased by ~ 5.4%. The smaller relative increase in the segmental dynamics measured 

by the MQ method compared to the NMR MOUSE method is not unexpected. Detailed 

analysis of relaxation based approaches and MQ-based approaches, in fact, have 

indicated that relaxation time based methods tend to overestimate the residual dipolar 

couplings [15, 26].  

Results of solvent swelling in toluene for the pristine samples and samples aged 

under tensile strain are listed in Table 1 and indicate radiation exposure to a cumulative 

dose of 170 kGray alone lead to an increase in crosslink density of ~ 140%. Samples 

irradiated under tensile strain did not show a difference in crosslink density, νpoly, as a 

function of λ1 within experimental error. The lack of any change in νpoly with λ1 suggests 

that the changes in the NMR observables, <Ωd>low, <Ωd>high, and 1/T2, are due not to a 
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decrease in segmental dynamics brought about by an increased crosslink density, but 

rather by an increase in the dynamic order parameter, Sn. The fundamental assumption of 

the Tobolsky Model for permanent set is that crosslinks formed under strain are formed 

in a state of zero stress – i.e. formed while the polymer network is stretched and aligned 

along the tensile strain axis [4]. This implies that the polymer chains formed between 

newly formed crosslinks were formed in an elongated state, with director n, compared to 

the original network junctions, as shown in Figure 11. As λ1 was increased, the degree of 

elongation of the new network chains increased. The consequence for the NMR 

measurements is a relative decrease in the amplitude of the motions about this director, 

and an increase in the dynamic order parameter described in equation {7}. 

 Previous studies on silicone based materials have established the general 

empirical correlation between crosslink density and residual couplings, either from MQ-

NMR or from relaxation time studies [6-15]. In general, 1/T2 or <Ωd> have been found to 

be linear with respect to crosslink density over limited ranges. As such, we have 

calculated the relative increase in crosslink density for samples irradiated under stress 

from the relative change in NMR observable and the results are shown in Figure 10. In 

addition, one can predict the change in crosslink density while irradiated under stress 

from the mathematical framework developed by Tobolsky. In this case, using the 

assumptions that a) the network can be described as near Gaussian and b) no net change 

occurs in the number of elastically ineffective chains, the permanent set is a function of 

the ratio of the crosslink density at the start of the experiment to the crosslink density at 

the end of the experiment [4,5]: 
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The ratio of the crosslink density at the cumulative doses shown compared to the 

crosslink densities derived from both NMR and solvent swelling results on samples 

irradiated in unstressed states are shown in Figure 10 as well. As can be seen in Figure 

10, the Tobolsky model reasonably predicts the relative change in network structure at 

low doses, but overestimates the crosslink density at high doses. This discrepancy can be 

rationalized by reference to the assumptions used in deriving equation {7}, i.e. Gaussian 

chain statistics and a constant amount of elastically ineffective chains. It has been shown 

that at high doses for similar materials a deviation from Gaussian chain statistics does 

indeed occur [12,13]. In addition, it is highly likely that with increasing dose an 

increasing number of elastically ineffective chains are being created by the formation of 

crosslinks that close off loops, as illustrated in Figure 11.  

 

4.0 Conclusions 

 We have shown that a combined use of traditional polymer assessment methods 

with advanced NMR relaxometry methods can provide improved insight into the 

degradation of silicone elastomers that leads to permanent set. An illustration of the 

degradation mechanisms are shown in Figure 11. Our results on the commercial, silica 

filled silicone elastomer, DC-745U, studied here have quantified the amount of tensile set 

that occurs in these materials when irradiated under strain. Unilateral NMR relaxometry 

using the NMR MOUSE and multiple quantum NMR spectroscopy using high field 

instrumentation have quantified the changes in segmental dynamics occurring in these 
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materials. NMR relaxation times indicate an overall reduction in the segmental mobility 

in samples irradiated with and without tensile strain. The MQ NMR results indicate that 

the majority of the damage that is occurring in these materials with the addition of tensile 

strain is a crosslinking of the polymer network (decrease of ~15% in segmental 

dynamics) rather than a change in the filler-polymer interaction (decrease of ~ 5% in 

amount of surface interacting polymer) that is seen with radiation exposure alone. Tensile 

testing of the damaged and set materials, in contrast indicates that the materials are 

softening. This would imply an effect of chain scissioning or a reduction in the filler-

polymer interactions. Though radiation exposure does lead to competing rates of chain 

scissioning and crosslinking in all polymers, the radiation induced degradation in silicone 

polymers is well known to be dominated by crosslinking reactions [7, 8, 11-14]. A 

reduction in the filler-polymer interaction has been observed in the MQ NMR 

measurements and given the small decrease in tensile stiffness in these materials it is 

likely that it is this reduction that is responsible for the softening affect. Comparison to 

the Tobolsky model for the effect of network changes on permanent set in elastomers 

suggests that with damage the polymer network rearranges it self to vary statistically 

from a Gaussian distribution and forms increasing numbers of elastically ineffective 

chains. Both of these effects may also contribute to the softening observed in the tensile 

testing experiments.  
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Table 1. Results of experimental parameters for samples studied. 

 Tensile 

Modulus 

(PSI) 

%∆νpolymer 

(+/- 7%) 

1/T2 (ms-1) Xlong <Ωd>2
long (Hz) <Ωd>2

short  

(Hz) 

Pristine 484 
0

0.011 0.15 
690 280 

170 kGray, λ1=1.0 747 
140

0.012 0.37 
820 360 

170 kGray, λ1=1.2 705 
145

0.012 0.37 
815  350 

170 kGray, λ1=1.4 574 
138

0.013 0.37 
820 360 

170 kGray, λ1=1.6 562 
156

0.014 0.37 
820 380 

170 kGray, λ1=1.9 536 
136

0.015 0.35 
850 410 
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7.0 List of Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Photo of permanent set of elastomer dogbones irradiated under vacuum while 

under complex stress. 

 

Figure 2. Photograph of irradiation chamber and sample fixture. 

 

Figure 3. Pulse sequences used in this study, A) CPMG echo train; B) multiple quantum 

excitation, reconversion, and observe sequence. Details of pulse phases and delays are 

discussed in the text.  

  

Figure 4. (A) Permanent set, Ps, as a function of dose and strain, λi; (B) permanent set 

normalized to strain, λi(0). 

 

Figure 5. Tensile stress as a function of tensile strain for samples irradiated to 170 kGray 

with varying tensile strains during irradiation, λ1. 

 

Figure 6.  T2 histograms obtained from NMR MOUSE; (A) samples irradiated without 

tensile strain; (B) samples irradiated with tensile strain.  

 

Figure 7 (A) Average relaxation rate, 1/T2, versus (A) dose and (B) λ1 for samples 

irradiated under tensile strain. 
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Figure 8. Representative plot of IMQ as a function of MQ mixing time for (A) increasing 

values of the residual dipolar coupling, <Ωd> = 340, 850, and 600 Hz (the first two are 

scaled to 0.5 of their expected intensity); (B) Dual morphology model, described by 

equation {4} with equal populations of sites with <Ωd>1 = 350 and <Ωd>2 = 850 Hz. 

 

Figure 9. Results of 4 parameter fits to equation {X} of IMQ(t) curves shown in Figure 

8A as a function of cumulative dose: changes in residual dipolar couplings, <Ωd>1 and 

<Ωd>2; Changes in mole fraction, X1 and X2, were small and are listed in Table 1. 

 

Figure 10. Relative changes in crosslink density (CLD) due to exposure to g-radiation as 

predicted from equation {8} and observed experimentally by NMR and solvent swelling. 

 

Figure 11.  Representative illustration of multilevel degradation processes contributing to 

the overall degradation and the origins of permanent set in occur in the irradiated PDMS 

elastomers studies. Large circle represents filler particle, curves represent polymer 

chains, crosslinks are designated by small dark circles, and the inset indicates the 

definition of the angle between the director n and the local chain segment that defines the 

dynamic order parameter, Sn. 
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Figure 1. 
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Figure 3. 
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Figure 4. 
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Figure 5.  
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Figure 6. 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 8. 
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Figure 9. 
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 Figure 10 
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Figure 11.  
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